ON-SITE
Five days of sweat and big wood
by Tiago Miranda
July of 2016: We arrived from far away the land of the long white cloud and the
kangaroo country - for one more large
project after months of planning and
expectations that one day, this large
Shorea spp would eventually be removed.
It was located behind the potting shed,
next to the workers complex, near the
toilets and resting area and one of the main
entrances of the Singapore Botanical
Gardens. The Rainforest section is the most
diversified and populated area by
biological organisms in the gardens. It
contains several rare tropical species and
some of them have been eradicated from
the wild due to its extinction. From a simple
walkthrough, you would be able to find
lizards, snakes, birds, ants, wasps, squirrels
and much more if you have an accurate eye
or simply interest in the surrounds.
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Months before, we used to sympathize
and gather with local workers during
breaks and notice the large dead tree solo
standing next to us. Discussions have
been done on how and when this tree
would come down. It was posing danger
to people and was constantly shedding
branches. The budget was an issue. They
knew will be a hard and long process. I
remember we started on an early
Monday, clear skies and cloudier along
the day as normally happens with
monsoon weather with heavy storms
after midday. It was hot and humid with
temperatures passing 33 degrees Celsius.
We were confident and spent the next
one-hour planning how we would attack
and to do the safety briefing on debris
management and job roles.
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We had a big crew of qualified and
unqualified people. Both were keen to be part
of this mission. Tree probably exceeded 50
metres in height. We used the high-pressure
big shot and failed several times, until, by pure
persistence, we manage to reach 2/3 of the
way up. It was a victory. By then, we were
sweating and thirsty like never before. Locals
say that normally takes one or two weeks to
acclimatize. They were wrong: I never
managed to do so. I guess that was one of the
challenges. We installed an access line and I
volunteer to go up first thing in the morning
and Andy would jump up in the afternoon.
Maybe it was like a plan. We had cleared some
vegetation near the basal area to install the
GRCS (Good Rigging Control System) and
increase
our
visual
and
maintain
communication through SENA, which saved
our lungs instead of yelling all day long. We
were a few metres away from a concrete
wood-mimicking footpath, with concerns that
could be damaged. We knew it would be a
possible fate considering the tree was
completely dead. In doing so, I managed to
reach the top, confused by its anchor point
options and which limb to use as our main
rigging point. The tree had a single trunk
structure but split into three once we were at
the top. After long thought, we were sorted.
Andy and Fernando were responsible for this
half of the day to do the ropes. After all, our
main idea as foreign arborists were to provide
training and support, so Andy was happy to
instruct while doing so. Multi-tasking but
necessary as we had only five days and the
tree had to come down to a safe height,
whether what we do or don’t. Paul ascended
not long after me. He would stay in the canopy
and assist me during rigging operations and
photo shooting. By then, lunchtime has
approached and we decide to take a break.
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Long limb-walk to rig next branch / Source: Paul Kris 2016

Torrential rain proved to be right and we hid in the shed with our mind buzzing waiting
for the next hour or so to come back up again. Every day felt like one long day where we
knew the procedure. Anchor point at the end was short and weak, with concerns that it
could snap at any time. Our plan changed in where to start in the canopy, as it normally
does. We prioritise all branches hanging over the workers compound and open a viable
drop zone to facilitate our lowering. Apart from weather issues, every branch was tricky
and long to tie the rope. We couldn’t just butt-tie owing to the minimal space upon
neighbouring trees that may not get damage. Every limb we rigged was at least in three
pieces. Lighting cables had to be bolt-cut before lowering down. The day was almost over,
we were tired and decided to call it, knowing that there’s much more to come.
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Every morning we had to prepare our minds
and body to deal with the heat exhaustion,
adrenaline and the inevitable. This time, the day
started cloudy and no signs of shower – we
thought so. However, we had no control.
Whoever was on the ropes, the visual was
terrible. Too far away and right beneath the
climber. Every piece was difficult to let it run as
150-metre-long rope was tough to keep the
tension. Every crank with the GRCS sounded like
the limb would explode. Climber had to be spot
on in determining how much tensioning and
how to direct felling cuts. Every piece made a
cloudburst of dead debris the size of my leg,
falling sporadically over the ground person’s
head with no chance of running away. The plan
was to be ready and maintain a safe distance
from the lowering device. Not just during an
earthquake but while rigging seems like duck
down was an appropriate technique.
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In the past few days, we had tricky
climbs, acute rigging angles, painful work
positioning, tough weather and burnt
hands. At least sap was not a problem this
time. Luckily, we never added that to the
agenda, which is a common obstacle
working in tropical countries. Thursday has
arrived and we knew our departure was
closer. Our target trunk height was almost
achieved, only a few branches left. I was
about to cut this last one opposite the drop
zone, where the hi-ab truck was positioned
to collect the large debris. I declared “Stand
clear and ready to rig”. Rope was set up and
I start cutting. Limb smoothly lower down
with a successful “let it run” motion but, due
to its proximity to the trunk, crashes and
breaks on several pieces as usual, with one
large stub falling uncontrolled towards the
truck. Rest is just history for those that been
there. Ryan, Fernando, Paul and others
finished successfully with a few extra days.
Tree was down safely.
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